
GRAFFITI ART PROGRAMMING PRESENTS

REGISTRATION

T-BAR

Place your printing paper on 

your registration sheet and 

trace it with a pencil.

Measure out the halfway point

of your paper on the top and

bottom of your registration sheet.

To print, secure your plate to

your sheet. Align the lines on 

your paper up with the lines on 

your sheet to register your prints.

Line up all of the paper you’ll

be printing on - they should 

be cut to the same size. 

Offset each paper by about 

a 1/4 inch on the shorter end,

still keeping the longer sides

perfectly in line with each other.

Stagger your papers in the 

other direction and do the 

same to the opposite end 

of the paper.

Place your plate on your 

registration sheet and trace it 

as well, keeping it centred with 

your paper outline.

You can use double-sided tape

to secure your plate and start

printing, or continue on to 

T-bar registration.

TAPE FRAME

OUTLINE

DIY KENTO

REGISTRATION PINS

VISIT GRAFFITIGALLERY.COM FOR MORE INFO

Place your plate on your 

registration sheet. Add tape 

to the corners, creating a frame.

To print, line your paper up with

one side of the outer frame and 

lightly float the paper to match

with the other corners.

Repeat this process with your

paper, making sure that all of 

the margins are equal, so that

your print will be centred. 

Add foamcore, mat, or wood

to your regsitration board, 

creating an L-shape. You’ll 

line up your plate to the 

L-shape for printing.

Place your plate onto your 

registration board. Use tape 

or small pieces of board (for

a more secure registration 

board) in order to create a 

frame for your plate.

Add tape or more foamcore 

to the L-shape like so. The

distance between the centre 

edge will be the width of your 

margins, and will guide you

when placing your paper.

To print, secure your plate to

your board. Align your paper

with the tape guides and lay

on top of your plate.

Add masking tape to the tabs

to secure. Continue adding 

tabs this way for each paper 

you’ll be using.

When you’re ready to print, 

place your plate in position,

and you can secure with 

some double-sided tape .

Add your paper guides as you

would with the kento method.

Place your registration pins 

onto the board. You’ll need 

two and you can secure them 

with packing tape.

Position your paper on top 

of the plate, fitting into your

kento guide marks and clip 

the registration tabs into place.

Make a small mark in the 

centre of your paper, at the 

top and the bottom.

Lining up your ruler with the

pencil marks to make sure 

your line will be straight, drag

your pencil across each 

piece of paper in your stack.




